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Robbins Hornblower Monday, October 20, 2010 I have
wanted to update my craft room for about two years
now. I'm tired of having my crafts either spread out
across the house, or in the little room at the bottom of
the stairs that hasn't been used for years! It's time for a
craft room make over, with a little help from J and that's
why I'm here today! We are going to lay a wooden floor
over the tile, refinish the walls, add some new paint, and
just be much more organized! I was so excited to get the
flooring in, that I also had the hardwood installed in my
office
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(UPDATE:Â .This weekend, Decatur, Illinois residents
fought zombies in the woods, but in the same weekend,
a couple of people elsewhere in the United States
decamped to the Black Hills with very different things in
mind. Both of those groups got out alive, but if they
weren’t involved in the zombie combat, one might have
been involved in the block party at the South Hills Motel,
where King himself stopped in Friday night before hitting
the road. King was in Chicago with the quartet of
musicians at his service: three guitar players, a
keyboardist, and drummer Sean Wooley. In a band this
tight, in addition to his musical duties, King handles the
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public persona, driving the band’s momentum forward
and preventing it from crashing into a ditch. It was
Wooley who took the call on Friday. He’d been
approached by a group wanting to use “Amen” as part of
their acceptance speech for the New York Blade Awards.
Other people had previously played the song, but they
wanted it said by King, Wooley said. “We were flattered,”
Wooley said. “We’re just proud of his work.” The Blade
Awards don’t have any formal release date, but they’re
coming up on their third anniversary, April 7th. Wooley
expects King and the band to come back to Chicago to
play again. It’s just one of many future plans they have
for the band. King and Wooley also have plenty of other
projects. Wooley released the LP “Muzzle Effect” as the
current King last year, though this week King released a
cover of “Red House” from the same record on his own
Bandcamp page. Wooley’s side project, also called
Thomm Jutz, has a new album called “Thaw and Thrain”
and has started working on a third album. As for King, his
own music is growing and is just beginning to find its own
audience outside of those who’ve been with him since
the beginning. His own Bandcamp pages have a couple
of the 6d1f23a050
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